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In short, this book is for anyone looking to shed stubborn fat and get the body they’ve always

dreamed of!Is that you?If so, what are you waiting for? Download your copy today!These 19-

minute workouts are here to help you lose weight in a sustainable way with short sharp bursts

of HIIT (high-intensity interval training) 3-4 times per week.You will receive a 4-week workout

guide that contains 16 of the best fat blasting workouts to complete.

"Dr. Sha is an important teacher and a wonderful healer with a valuable message about the

power of the soul to influence and transform all life." -- Dr. Masaru Emoto, author of The Hidden

Messages in Water"Heal and transform the soul first; then healing and transformation of every

aspect of life will follow." --Master Zhi Gang Sha"The Tao Song that Master Sha sings is a

musical gift. There is a purity and a resonance that only he can lay claim to. His voice is like the

voice of God singing." --Roberta Flack, Grammy Award winning musicianExcerpt. © Reprinted

by permission. All rights reserved.Divine Healing Hands: What, Why, and HowWHEN YOU

READ any of my books you could realize that in every book, in every chapter, and in every

teaching I always explain what, why, and how.What? “What” is the concept. The concept must

be clear and precise. Science, academics, business, and every part of life should have a clear

and precise concept. Otherwise, readers and students will not grasp the meaning. To write a

book is to share teachings and practices with readers. To give readers a very clear concept is

the direction for all the teachings, secrets, wisdom, knowledge, and practical techniques I have

shared in all of my books.Why? “Why” means why do people need to learn this or practice this?

It includes the power and significance of what I am teaching. This is service oriented. If I share

a secret or some special wisdom, knowledge, or practical technique, or if I offer any kind of

service, you must understand why I am doing it. Does this service benefit you? If there is no

benefit, why do I need to share it? Why do you need to do it? Therefore, why is very important

in all of my writings and teachings.How? “How” refers to the method or technique to

accomplish a goal. If I teach or offer any service, how do you do it? How can you carry out the

methods and strategies? In my Soul Power Series the how includes practical techniques for

healing, rejuvenation, and transformation of relationships and finances, as well as of every

aspect of life. Techniques are very important. The Divine Forgiveness Practice is an

example.To teach or achieve anything in your life there are two parts: theory and practice.

Theory and practice are yin and yang. Yin and yang are opposites but united. They

complement one another. To accomplish anything you must include both yin and yang. You

cannot accomplish your task or goal by using only yin or only yang.I am extremely blessed that

the Divine has chosen me as a servant, vehicle, and channel for humanity and the Divine. The

Divine has given me the authority to offer permanent divine treasures to humanity. Divine

treasures carry divine power to heal and transform all life, but recipients must practice in order

to receive the benefits. This belongs to the how.In summary, my teaching is based on what,

why, and how. I teach da Tao zhi jian (pronounced dah dow jr jyen), which means the Big Way

is extremely simple. The simplest wisdom and techniques are the best. Simple is powerful. I am

the servant of humanity. I love simplicity.Billions of people need healing.Billions of people need

transformation of relationships.Billions of people need transformation of finances.Billions of

people need rejuvenation.Billions of people need to purify their souls, hearts, minds, and

bodies.Billions of people need to increase their intelligence.Billions of people need to open



their hearts and souls.Billions of people need to apply love, forgiveness, compassion, and light

to transform themselves, humanity, Mother Earth, and all souls.Billions of people need to join

hearts and souls together to transform Mother Earth’s transition and to bring love, peace, and

harmony to humanity, Mother Earth, and all universes.Complexity cannot serve billions of

people and all souls. Simplicity is the way to serve billions of people and all souls.I am a

servant of humanity and countless souls. Ever since I wrote my first book the Divine has

guided me that simplicity is the key to service. What, why, and how is the way to write, teach,

and serve every aspect of my life. What, why, and how is the way to serve every aspect of your

life.Divine Healing Hands are God’s soul hands. God creates his new soul hands and transmits

them to the chosen ones through the service of a Divine Channel (one of my Worldwide

Representatives or me). Chosen one means a person who has gone through the process of

applying for, receiving approval by Divine Guidance, and registering to receive Divine Healing

Hands.The Divine chose me as a servant of humanity and the Divine in July 2003 and gave

me the honor and authority to download or transmit permanent divine treasures to humanity. In

2011 about twenty of my Worldwide Representatives, who are also Divine Channels, received

the honor and authority to download Divine Healing Hands. If you are not a Divine Channel,

you cannot download Divine Healing Hands to others. To download Divine Healing Hands is an

honor beyond words, comprehension, and imagination. Divine Channels are divine presence

on Mother Earth. They are divine servants to represent the Divine to serve humanity, Mother

Earth, and all souls.The Divine Healing Hands treasure created by the Divine is hundreds of

feet high and hundreds of feet wide. Once the Divine Healing Hands treasure is downloaded to

a chosen one, it takes two or three days for the divine treasure to shrink to a condensed size,

which is two or three times the size of the recipient’s hand.After one receives Divine Healing

Hands, the recipient receives proper training from a Divine Channel to become certified as a

Divine Healing Hands Soul Healer.When a Divine Healing Hands Soul Healer offers a soul

healing blessing, the Divine Healing Hands treasure will come out from the Divine Healing

Hands Soul Healer to serve the recipient. Divine Healing Hands Soul Healers can offer soul

healing blessings in person and remotely. They can offer healing blessings one on one or to a

group of people. There is no limit to the number of people who can receive soul healing

blessings from Divine Healing Hands.Why does a person become sick? Sickness is due to soul

mind body blockages.Soul blockages are bad karma. Karma is the record of services from

one’s previous lifetimes and this lifetime. Karma is divided into good karma and bad karma.

Good karma is accumulated from one’s good service offered in all lifetimes, including love,

care, compassion, sincerity, honesty, generosity, kindness, integrity, purity, and more.Bad

karma is accumulated from the mistakes one has made in all lifetimes, including killing,

harming, taking advantage of others, cheating, stealing, lying, and more.As I noted in the

introduction, there is a karmic law in Heaven:Good service brings rewards.Bad service brings

lessons.This law applies to all souls in all universes. There is an ancient saying: Heaven is

most fair. No good deed goes unnoticed. No bad deed goes unnoticed.The Divine chose me as

a servant of humanity and the Divine in July 2003. The Divine gave me the honor and authority

to offer Divine Karma Cleansing and Divine Soul Mind Body Transplants to humanity.What is

Divine Karma Cleansing? Divine Karma Cleansing means the Divine offers divine forgiveness

by paying one’s spiritual debt and clearing one’s bad karma.When one has bad karma, one

could learn lessons in any aspect of life, including health, relationships, finances, business,

children, and more. There is only one way to self-clear bad karma: serve others unconditionally.

To serve others is to make others happier and healthier. To serve unconditionally is to serve

without asking for or expecting anything in return.If one has heavy bad karma it could take



thirty to fifty years of unconditional universal service in one lifetime to remove the bad karma

and to be forgiven. It could take many lifetimes of unconditional universal service to remove

one’s heavy bad karma.Bad karma is spiritual debt. It must be paid. How is it paid? Normally it

is paid by learning one’s karmic lessons—blockages in one’s health, relationships, finances,

business, and any aspect of life. Divine Karma Cleansing means the Divine gives his virtue,

which is spiritual currency, to pay one’s spiritual debt. This is divine generosity. If one has bad

karma, there are dark blockages inside the body. When the Divine offers virtue, the darkness

will leave the body. The darkness is the root cause of sickness, broken relationships, financial

challenges, and more.I and my more than twenty Worldwide Representatives, who, like me,

are also divine servants, vehicles, and channels, have offered tens of thousands of Divine

Karma Cleansings for humanity. We have received thousands of heart-touching and moving

soul healing stories and soul healing miracles from Divine Karma Cleansing. In the last three

years, nearly one thousand heart-touching and moving stories have been video recorded and

posted on my YouTube channel, YouTube.com/zhigangsha. I encourage you to view some of

them. In addition, you will read stories related to Divine Healing Hands throughout this book.

Divine Healing Hands blessings can remove bad karma little by little.In one sentence:To clear

soul blockages is to remove the darkness inside the body.The second cause of sickness is

mind blockages, which include negative mind-sets, negative beliefs, negative attitudes, ego,

attachments, and more. Millions of people have all types of mind blockages.The third cause of

sickness is body blockages, which are energy and matter blockages.In ancient spiritual

teaching a human being has three internal treasures: jing qi shen. Jing is matter. Qi

(pronounced chee) is vital energy or life force. Shen is soul.Jing qi shen is soul, mind, and

body. To remove soul mind body blockages is to remove blockages in jing qi shen. Soul mind

body and jing qi shen are different ways to express the same thing. “Jing qi shen” is the ancient

term. “Soul mind body” is the new term for the Soul Light Era.Why do Divine Healing Hands

work? In one sentence:Divine Healing Hands remove soul mind body blockages, which are

blockages in the jing qi shen of the body, for healing and rejuvenation, and remove soul mind

body blockages in relationships, finances, children, intelligence, and more in order to transform

every aspect of life.Divine Healing Hands carry divine power, which includes:• divine frequency

and vibration, which can transform the frequency and vibration of all life, including health,

relationships, finances, business, children, and every aspect of life• divine love, which melts all

blockages and transforms all life• divine forgiveness, which brings inner joy and inner peace to

all life• divine compassion, which boosts energy, stamina, vitality, and immunity of all life• divine

light, which heals, prevents sickness, purifies and rejuvenates soul, heart, mind, and body, and

transforms health, relationships, finances, intelligence, and every aspect of lifeWords are not

enough to express the power of Divine Healing Hands.Thoughts are not enough to express the

significance of Divine Healing Hands.Imagination is not enough to express the honor of

receiving Divine Healing Hands.How blessed we are that the Divine is giving his soul hands to

the chosen ones to empower them to serve as divine healers. Anyone who can receive Divine

Healing Hands cannot express enough the honor, appreciation, and blessing of being a Divine

Healing Hands Soul Healer.I always teach: If you want to know if a pear is sweet, taste it. If you

want to know if Divine Healing Hands are powerful, experience it.This story is a taste of the

pear:I am an acupuncturist in Honolulu, Hawaii, specializing in treating infertility and the

prevention of miscarriage. Recently one of my patients who was thirteen weeks pregnant with

twins (after more than five years of trying to conceive) began bleeding heavily upon awakening

one morning. Her obstetrician told her that there was nothing they could do and that she

should just stay home and rest.She called me immediately after speaking with her doctor. At



that time I was unable to go to her house, so I offered her a remote Divine Healing Hands

blessing with guided self-healing for about thirty minutes. Two hourslater, she got up and the

bleeding had slowed considerably. Five hours later I called her and we went through another

session of Divine Healing Hands blessing along with guided self-healing by applying the Four

Power Techniques and a forgiveness practice.I asked her to remain lying down until the next

morning when she would have an ultrasound. By the time she went to bed that evening, the

bleeding appeared to have stopped. Indeed, there was no more bleeding after that and the

ultrasound the next day showed that both fetuses were in good health!She continues to do a

daily forgiveness practice and comes to see me once a week. She is now in her twentieth week

of pregnancy, and just had an ultrasound that revealed she is carrying two healthy baby boys!

Thank you, Divine, Tao, and Master Sha. Thank you for the power of Divine Healing Hands and

other divine treasures. I am extremely grateful.Thank you. Thank you. Thank you.Love you.

Love you. Love you.Gina Musetti, L. Ac.Honolulu, HawaiiThe Divine chose me as a divine

servant in July 2003. He teaches me every day. The Divine communicates with me through

soul communication. He appears above my head and we have a conversation through soul

communication daily. At this moment I am doing soul communication. I will ask questions of the

Divine and receive the Divine’s answers. Then I will share this conversation with you and

humanity in this book.This book is the tenth book in my Soul Power Series. The second book,

Soul Communication: Opening Your Spiritual Channels for Success and Fulfillment, teaches

how to open one’s four spiritual channels, which are:• Soul Language Channel—Open this

channel to use Soul Language to communicate with the Soul World, including your own soul,

all kinds of spiritual fathers and mothers, nature, and the Divine.• Direct Soul Communication

Channel—Open this channel to converse directly with the Divine and all souls.• Third Eye

Channel—Open this channel to receive guidance and teachings through spiritual images.•

Direct Knowing Channel—Open this channel to have direct knowing through instant soul

communication with the Divine and all souls.In of this book I will teach you how to apply Divine

Healing Hands to open your spiritual channels. I will have a conversation with the Divine now.I

asked the Divine at this moment:Dear Divine, beloved father,In history, how many people have

you given your Divine Healing Hands to?The Divine replied:Dear my son,I have given my

Divine Healing Hands in total to seven people in all of history.I then asked:Could you give me a

few of their names that I know of in history?The Divine then replied:I have offered my soul

healing hands to the following buddhas and saints whose names you recognize:• Shi Jia Mo Ni

Fo, who is also known as Shakyamuni, Siddhartha Gautama, and the Buddha• Guan Yin,

Bodhisattva of Compassion and Goddess of Mercy• Jesus• Mother MaryDear my son, Zhi

Gang, you do not know the names of the other three who have received my divine soul hands.I

continued to ask the Divine:Have you ever given your soul healing hands to the masses?The

Divine answered:No, my son. The time was not ready for me to give my divine soul healing

hands to the masses.I bowed down 108 times in appreciation.I continued to ask the Divine

questions:Dear Divine,You downloaded Divine Healing Hands to me in 2005. Then you gave

me the honor and authority to offer Divine Healing Hands to the chosen ones. Up to now, my

Worldwide Representatives and I have transmitted your soul healing hands to more than 3,500

recipients all over the world.Why are you releasing your Divine Healing Hands to so many

people now?The Divine replied:Dear my son,The time is ready for me to offer my divine soul

hands to many chosen ones. This is due to Mother Earth’s transition. In the last eight years you

have witnessed more and more natural disasters and other challenges happening on Mother

Earth. In the next eleven years Mother Earth could go through a more serious transition. This

means MotherEarth will go through more serious natural disasters and greater challenges in



every aspect of life.You are my chosen servant, vehicle, and channel. You have created more

than twenty divine servants, vehicles, and channels for me. My chosen Divine Channels are

also given the authority and honor to offer my Divine Healing Hands to the chosen ones all

over the world.The Divine continued:Everyone who would like to receive my Divine Healing

Hands must apply. I have to personally approve them through my Divine Channels. Then the

recipients must complete the proper training to be certified as a Divine Healing Hands Soul

Healer. I give my Divine Healing Hands to help humanity pass through this difficult time and to

save people’s lives.Those who receive Divine Healing Hands are chosen ones because they

have responded to my calling to receive Divine Healing Hands to remove the suffering of

humanity and to bless every aspect of life for humanity, Mother Earth, and all souls in this

historic period and beyond.I replied:Thank you, my beloved father. I am extremely honored and

all Divine Channels are extremely honored to offer your Divine Healing Hands, which are

priceless treasures.The Divine continued:Everyone who has received my Divine Healing

Hands has a special light line that connects with me. When they offer Divine Healing Hands

soul healing, I will be aware right away and bless their healing.I said:Thank you. Thank you.

Thank you.I bowed another 108 times. Finally I said:I cannot bow down enough.I deeply

appreciated the Divine for directly answering my questions. I am very honored to be given the

authority to offer Divine Healing Hands to humanity at this time.Mother Earth is going through a

serious transition. The Divine said that this transition could last eleven more years and could

intensify tremendously. I feel in my heart and soul that Divine Healing Hands are urgently

needed at this time because divine healing power is being given through Divine Healing

Hands. It is no coincidence that this powerful divine healing treasure is being offered to the

masses at this time in history.The Divine said that when Divine Healing Hands Soul Healers

offer healing blessings, he will be aware of this right away and offer his blessings. This means

that the Divine is personally involved in every healing blessing offered by Divine Healing Hands

Soul Healers. We are so blessed. Humanity is so blessed.The power and significance of Divine

Healing Hands will be explained further in the next chapter. You can also experience the power

of Divine Healing Hands very soon. I will download Divine Healing Hands to this physical book.

You will then be able to invoke the Divine Healing Hands and directly experience their power.I

emphasize again that you are given only twenty opportunities to experience the power of the

Divine Healing Hands downloaded to this book. If you are moved and touched by the power of

Divine Healing Hands after experiencing it twenty times, you can apply to become a Divine

Healing Hands Soul Healer through . If you are approved by Divine Guidance, you will then

need to join a three-day workshop led by one of my Worldwide Representatives or me to

receive training. After you are certified as a Divine Healing Hands Soul Healer you can offer

Divine Healing Hands soul healing blessings to transform health, relationships, finances,

children, intelligence, and every aspect of life.To apply Divine Healing Hands for healing,

blessing, and life transformation, the Divine guided me to instruct all Divine Healing Hands

Soul Healers to always remember to apply the Four Power Techniques:Body Power. Divine

Healing Hands Soul Healers use the Soul Light Era Prayer Position by placing the left palm

over the Message Center and the right hand in the traditional prayer position. (See .) Shake the

right hand.Figure 2. Soul Light Era Prayer PositionSoul Power. Say hello:Dear Divine Healing

Hands,I love you, honor you, and appreciate you.Please offer healing, blessing, and life

transformation as appropriate for _______ (state the request).I am very grateful.Thank

you.Mind Power. Visualize golden, rainbow, purple, or crystal light vibrating in the sickness

area for healing and rejuvenation. If the blessing is for relationships or finances, the Divine

Healing Hands Soul Healer’s mind must be on the soul of the relationship or finances.Sound



Power. Chant silently:Divine Healing Hands, please heal, rejuvenate, and transform _______

(name the healing, blessing, and life transformation offered).Thank you.Another option is to

chant Soul Language while offering the healing, blessing, or life transformation with Divine

Healing Hands. In this case, the Divine Healing Hands Soul Healer would say:Dear my Divine

Healing Hands,Please continue to heal, bless, and transform _______as appropriate.I will

speak Soul Language to assist.Thank you.If you do not know how to speak Soul Language,

simply chant:Divine Healing Hands, please heal, rejuvenate, and transform. Thank you.Repeat

this silently again and again.I suggest spending ten minutes when offering a one-time blessing

session with Divine Healing Hands. A Divine Healing Hands Soul Healer can offer blessings as

many as three or four times a day to a recipient for one condition or issue.For chronic and life-

threatening conditions I suggest offering thirty-minute sessions.If someone has an emergency

situation such as a heart attack, stroke, bleeding, difficulty breathing, a car accident, or other

serious situations, the Divine Healing Hands Soul Healer must immediately seek emergency

medical assistance. Divine Healing Hands Soul Healers must understand this important

principle. Emergency cases must receive immediate medical attention or be transported to a

hospital. Of course, you can also offer Divine Healing Hands soul healing blessings.In an

emergency situation the Divine Healing Hands Soul Healer can send a subdivided Divine

Healing Hands treasure to the person and ask the Divine Healing Hands to stay with the

person for a few days to continue to offer soul healing blessings as appropriate. Make sure you

continue to chant silently as much as you can.Before you send your subdivided Divine Healing

Hands treasures out for an emergency condition, instruct the Divine Healing Hands as to when

they are to return. For example:Dear my Divine Healing Hands, please offer three days of

continuous healing as appropriate and then return to me. Thank you.Divine Healing Hands

Soul Healers will receive important training in the certification workshop to learn how to

determine how many days the Divine Healing Hands should stay to offer healing in an

emergency situation.To become a Divine Healing Hands Soul Healer is a tremendous honor.

To receive the Divine’s healing hands is to be a chosen servant of the Divine. To receive the

Divine’s healing hands is to be a better servant of humanity, animals, nature, Mother Earth,

and beyond.If you are a Divine Healing Hands Soul Healer, you must follow some very

important guiding principles when offering Divine Healing Hands soul healing blessings.You

must honor and respect Divine Healing Hands from your soul, heart, mind, and body. The

moment that you apply Divine Healing Hands to offer a blessing, show honor and respect.

Silently tell your Divine Healing Hands:Dear my Divine Healing Hands,I am extremely honored

to have received you from the Divine.I am so honored to be a servant and to ask you to offer

healing, blessing, and life transformation.Thank you.When offering a Divine Healing Hands

blessing, quiet your heart and mind right away. Place your left hand over your Message Center

and your right hand in the traditional prayer position. This is called the Soul Light Era Prayer

Position (, page 16). To put your hands in this position is to show your honor and respect, as

well as your commitment to serve in the Soul Light Era.With your hands in the Soul Light Era

Prayer Position, say hello as follows:Dear Divine Healing Hands,I love you, honor you, and

respect you.I cannot honor you enough.You have the power to remove soul mind body

blockages for healing, blessing, and life transformation.I thank you from the bottom of my heart

for your blessings.Always remember to ask the Divine Healing Hands to offer the appropriate

blessing:Please offer healing, blessing, and life transformation as appropriate.This is a very

important teaching. Many people suffer from chronic and life-threatening conditions. They could

have very heavy soul mind body blockages.Soul blockages are bad karma. There are many

types of bad karma, including personal karma, ancestral karma, relationship karma, curses,



negative memories, mental body karma, emotional body karma, systems and organs karma,

cells karma, and more.Mind blockages include negative mind-sets, negative attitudes, negative

beliefs, ego, attachments, and more.Body blockages include energy and matter

blockages.Some people have extremely heavy bad karma. They carry a lot of darkness. Divine

Healing Hands can remove bad karma little by little. Therefore, when invoking Divine Healing

Hands, always say the following:Dear Divine Healing Hands,Please offer healing, blessing, and

life transformation as appropriate.The words as appropriate are key. Never demand or force

healing by saying you must get well or you must recover right away.Even though Divine Healing

Hands blessings can clear bad karma little by little, you as a Divine Healing Hands Soul Healer

have not been given the authority to clear bad karma. To offer Divine Karma Cleansing service,

one must be a Divine Channel who has been given the authority by the Divine.If you demand

or force healing, high-level darkness could become agitated and very upset and harm you as a

Divine Healing Hands Soul Healer. This could be very dangerous. This point must be very clear

for you and every Divine Healing Hands Soul Healer. Do not make this mistake.As a Divine

Healing Hands Soul Healer, you have received a Divine Protection Package. You are safe if

you do not demand healing or ask for bad karma to be cleansed. When any Divine Healing

Hands Soul Healer offers healing blessings, the Divine is responsible. Do not force the healing.

Let the Divine offer the appropriate healing. If you do this, you are completely safe. This

teaching is to make sure that Divine Healing Hands Soul Healers include the words as

appropriate with every Divine Healing Hands soul healing and transformation blessing

offered.The Divine Healing Hands Soul Healer does not need to force the healing, blessing, or

life transformation. The Divine knows how much healing, blessing, and life transformation to

give each recipient. It does take more than a one-time Divine Healing Hands blessing to heal

chronic and life-threatening conditions. Some challenging cases could take weeks or months to

receive complete healing. Some very challenging cases may not receive complete

healing.Therefore, always remember to say:Divine Healing Hands, please offer healing,

blessing, and life transformation as appropriate.In addition:• Never promise any healing result.

The Divine does not promise anything. The Divine blesses us.• Do not touch recipients when

offering healing blessings.• It is not appropriate to ask Divine Healing Hands to heal all

humanity, all animals, and all of nature.• It is not appropriate to ask Divine Healing Hands to

stop natural disasters, wars, economic challenges, or any other aspect of Mother Earth’s

transition.• It is not appropriate to ask Divine Healing Hands for blessings for financial gain,

including the stock market, investments, gambling, or lottery.• It is not appropriate to ask Divine

Healing Hands to clear bad karma of any kind.• It is not appropriate to ask Divine Healing

Hands to bless political outcomes.• It is not appropriate to ask Divine Healing Hands to bless

police investigations.• It is not appropriate to ask Divine Healing Hands to benefit one person at

another person’s expense.In summary, always remember to ask Divine Healing Hands to offer

appropriate healing, blessing, and life transformation. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorMaster Zhi Gang Sha is a soul leader, an

extraordinary healer, and a divine servant. He was trained as a conventional medical doctor

and a doctor of traditional Chinese medicine. The founder of the Institute of Soul Healing and

Enlightenment and of the World Soul Healing, Peace and Enlightenment Movement, he is a

grandmaster of many ancient disciplines, including tai chi, qi gong, feng shui and the I Ching.

Master Sha is also an expert in the most advanced cellular healing science now occurring in

China. In the West, he is involved in breakthrough research on the effects of spirit on the

human system. Master Sha was named Qigong Master of the Year at the Fifth World Congress

in Qigong. In 2006, he was granted the Martin Luther King, Jr. Commemorative Commission



Award for his humanitarian efforts. His Soul Power Series reveals soul secrets, wisdom,

knowledge, and practices to transform every aspect of life. Visit www.DrSha.com. --This text

refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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WELCOME!Hi there!Welcome to the workout eBook that ensures your New Year’s Resolutions

don’t get put on hold for yet another year.I know you’ve been down this road before…Once

Christmas Day is over, and the reality that you’ve gained more pounds than you care to think

about sets in, you write out a list of New Year Resolutions.List Of New Year ResolutionsLose

The Christmas Turkey Weight!Lose The Weight Underneath The Christmas Turkey

Weight...Keep It Off…How many times have you written that list out?It’s OK to admit it,

because you have nothing to be ashamed of. Thousands of people do the exact same thing

every year.In fact, recent studies have shown that approximately 80% of New Year's

resolutions fail. 80%!Ouch...That means that your dreams of having a slim, sexy summer body

are more than likely doomed from day one, unless you get a plan of action in place.That’s

where this book comes in!Up until now, you haven’t had the resources you need in order to

create a sustainable plan to ensure you can actually achieve your goals and make it into the

slim 20% of people who achieve their new year goals.But this is the year that everything

changes!This eBook is going to give you everything you need to shed that unwanted weight,

and reveal a happier, healthier you underneath.If you're anything like me, the thought of

working out Monday - Friday for at least an hour is not appealing, let alone even physically

possible.After making breakfast, lunch and dinner, commuting to work and working a 10 hour

day, there really isn’t much time to fit an hour long workout into your busy schedule.But even if

there was time…I can name the number of people who would want to do it, and actually be

able to stick to it, on one hand.So, what does that mean for you? Are you dreams of a slimmer,

sexier body always going to be just that...dreams?Well, not on my watch!Hi, my name is Sofia,

and I’m living proof that you don’t need to workout 5 days a week, for an hour + to get the trim

and toned body you’ve always wanted to see when you look in the mirror.
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